VIRTUAL TRIVIA FUNDRAISER
Thanks for choosing Mack Flash Trivia for your virtual event! Basically put, players will be able to follow
the game on YouTube while submitting their answers using their phone or other device. Here’s how it
will work.
THE GAME:
The game consists of 8 rounds of 10 categories, including music clips, pictures, and more. We will play
four rounds, take a 10-minute break, then return for the second half. The entire evening should take
about 2 hours, but it can go a little longer.
BEFORE THE EVENT:
Sell your tickets: You can charge per team (recommended) or per person. You will need to collect the
email address of everyone who pays for a ticket. This will be good for drawing prizes, and to grant access
to the show only to those who paid.
Get “door prizes” – considering people are playing from home on computers with Google at hand and
no one watching them, it’s hard to attribute prizes based on merit. Therefore, I recommend randomly
picking names throughout the game, like you would with door prizes at a regular event. Now everyone
has a chance to win something! And I’ll still announce the final winners – but they get bragging rights.
Advertise and tell everyone! This is important – get the word out everywhere and make buying tickets
easy and painless.
THE DAY OF THE EVENT
How to play: A YouTube link will be provided to you ahead of this day. Only those with this link can see
the show, so this is essentially the “ticket” to the event. I recommend only giving it out the day of the
event to avoid propagation.
Watching the show: Players will be able to view this link anywhere they have YouTube: Smart TV,
FireStick, Roku, Computer, Laptop, Tablet. Smart phones are not recommended for viewing (see
“Submitting Answers” below). Alternatively, if they form a team over videoconference (e.g., Zoom or
Messenger) one player can share their screen displaying the game on YouTube.
Submitting answers: Thanks to the fine folks at triviarat.com, players will be able to submit their
answers using a secondary device, such as a smart phone, tablet, or even a laptop or second monitor of
a desktop. A link will be provided where one player per team (of their choosing) will be able to enter
their team name and submit answers as the game progresses. The quizmaster (me) will take care of
marking the answers between each round, and scores will appear on people’s devices throughout the
game.
Chat: Players are invited to get into the chat on YouTube to say hello, talk to friends, share their ups and
downs in the game, and basically make it fun. This is where we come together.
For bookings, or if you have any other questions, concerns, or clarifications, please email me at
mack.flash@gmail.com. To see an example, visit https://tinyurl.com/FundraiserTrivia.

